
2017 (amazing) news



During 2016, Officina Stellare has grown a lot and obtained

new skills

All of this gave to Officina Stellare the opportunity to 

design and manufacture new amazing products 

Are you ready to see what we are working on for you? 

Let’s go! 



During 2016 we built several large diameter telescopes. And we noticed they needed

a proper mount, not only to carry them, but also giving all the features we wanted

to offer to our customers.

So we designed and build a massive dual fork mount for our telescopes from 500mm 

diameter, both in equatorial and alt/az version (with field derotator as well).

Not a common mount, but an Officina Stellare mount: innovative and functional



We are proud to present you the new Officina Stellare Observatory Mount!

- Massive and stable

- Great precision

- Fast, smooth and quiet

- Integrated features for the 

professional and the 

advanced amateur

- Easy to use



Some features:

- Tracking: 1 arcsec/s rms on 20min

- Pointing accuracy: about 5’’ rms

- Point speed: default 10deg/s (20deg/sec max)

- Acceleration: 4 deg/s2

- Traking: Sideral, Lunar, Solar, Drift, Custom

- Absolute encoders with res less than 0.04 arc/sec

- Ready for and supplied with TheSkyX

- New electronic made in cooperation with Astrometric

Instruments under strict Officina Stellare requirements



Some features:

- Uses aerospace quality bearings

- Ready to be used also at 0 lat degrees

- Version with bronze worm wheel and stainless steel worm

wheel: all with aerospace requirements

- Integrated features for every imaging train and 

accessories, also customizable

- Every mount is tested under real conditions before shipping

- Available with direct drive motors and electro-magnetic

brakes, on request: the telescope will not fall dawn…



We are producing 1 meter telescopes

equipped with 2 Nasmyth focus positions 

(or one classical focus position) and 

equatorial or alt/az mount. Optical and 

mechanical quality is going to set a new 

reference point in the market. 



In cooperation with ACP, the best 

platform for observatory remote 

control (also involved in the recent

trappist-1 discoveries), Officina Stellare 

is developing a complete software 

control suite who will include special 

features for observatories who books 

telescopes times. 

Thanks to this partnership, Officina 

Stellare can offer a complete system 

from the full telescope until the

software control.

+

ACP Observatory Control Software and 

Officina Stellare starts a new Joint Venture



– –

We are proud to introduce the RH200 evolution and new RH200 models:

RH200 RH200 mark ii RH200 mark ii - at

New coatings

Improved mechanic

Improved tip tilt

Same of RH200 but

with new tip tilt

Motors for tip tilt

With remote control

Same of RH200 MKII 

with full carbon tube





Many customers requested an astrographer telescope larger than Veloce RH300, 

but smaller than RiFAst 400..the answer?

RiFAst 330! It will share all the awesome features of the bigger models, in term of 

optical and mechanical quality. Can be carried also on mass market mounts, like

skywatcher eq8 or the new new mounts from Celestron.

Every RiFAst 330 can be equipped with motorfocus on seconday mirror, shutters, 

advanced atc-02 electronics and all the other accessories available for bigger

models. And will be tested under the sky before shipping, due to customer approval.

Less diameter doesn’t mean less quality and features.



0.78x Reducer for RiFAst and RiLA telescopes

Gives a corrected field up to 42mm diagonal

Diffraction limited over the full visible

spectrum

Brings your RiFAst to f/3 and RiLA to f/4



1.5x Extender for RiFAst and RiLA telescopes

Gives a corrected field up to 42mm diagonal

Diffraction limited over the full visible

spectrum

Brings your RiFAst to f/5.7 and RiLA to f/7.8



0.75x Reduced for RiDK series

Gives a corrected field up to 42mm diagonal

Diffraction limited over the full visible

spectrum

Brings your RiDK to f/5.25



Reducer for RH Veloce series. 

Coming soon, it will brings your RH Veloce 

telescope down to f/2.2 (depending from the 

model)

Available from May 2017



Hyper Apo 130 Evolution

- New mechanichal design

- Integrated motorized focuser

- Innovative and dedicated corrector from Massimo Riccardi

- Optics from Lzos, selected for Officina Stellare

- Perfect for the demanding astrophotographer or visual user



Hi Res telescope: a new generation instrument

We are designing a new telescope for the very demand user on astroimaging and visual

applications.

A versatile telescope for hi res observing and imaging, for solar as well. This will be 

not only a common hi res telescope, but a new instrument for optical quality, easy of 

use and mechanical properties. In this design we are using our skills obtained from 

aerospace and professional areas, to bring to the demanding user a new telescope to 

go beyond current limits. 



Hi Res telescope: a new generation instrument

- 330mm primary mirror diameter

- Proprietary optical design from Officina Stellare made with Massimo Riccardi

- New athermal mechanic ready for solar imagers

- Incredible image quality for visual/imagers users

- Higher performance on hi res photography: both planetary and deepsky

- Dedicated reducer/correctors/extenders

- Versatile: for planetary imagers, hires deepsky imagers, solar imagers, visual users

- What can you do with this telescope?

- Visual hi res app; hi res imaging; hi res solar imaging; deepsky hi res imaging

And we are working on a secret new feature…...



..AND FOLLOW US ON WWW.OFFICINASTELLARE.COM AND OUR FACEBOOK PAGE


